
 
 

November 26, 2012 

 

The Honorable Bob Goodlatte, Chairman 

The Honorable Mel Watt, Ranking Democratic Member 

Subcommittee on Intellectual Property, Competition and the Internet 

Committee on the Judiciary 

U.S. House of Representatives 

Washington, DC  20515 

 

Dear Chairman Goodlatte and Ranking Member Watt: 

 

On behalf of the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA)
1
 and its member companies, 

I am writing to bring your attention to proposed legislation that would stifle the development of new 

innovative digital music services, decrease competition in this vibrant marketplace, and completely upend 

an established rate-setting system in favor of a shockingly one-sided process that rewards entrenched 

music services at the expense of new business models and music creators. 

 

“The Internet Radio Fairness Act” is anything but fair, discarding a market-based royalty rate-

setting standard in favor of one that goes out of its way to disadvantage both new services and the artists 

who create the music.  The standard proposed by IRFA includes a factor that would prevent the 

“disruption” of old technology and old business models.  In other words, it would “lock in” through 

subsidies the existing services.  The standard has also has been found by the administrative court to 

require below-market royalties to those who work to produce the music, and we estimate that artist 

royalties could be cut by more than 85%.  If the government is to insist that recording owners must 

license their music to these services, shouldn’t the compulsory rate at least be market-based, and promote 

competition, new business models and new technology? 

 

The legislation claims to create parity in rate standards between music service platforms.  We 

agree that parity is necessary.  Market-based rates should apply to all services that use music.  A race to 

the bottom that instead sets rates for music at below-market prices for all services will result in less 

music, less innovation, and fewer successful business models and services that can compete while serving 

both consumers and creators.  And true platform parity must address the most glaring inequity of all – 

AM/FM radio.  Commercial terrestrial radio can take artists’ music without permission and without 

paying – the ultimate and complete “special interest” exemption. 

 

Consider Pandora, the company that is leading the charge for this unfair legislation.  We have 

been very supportive of Pandora over the years.  The recording industry has helped Pandora grow from a 
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small start-up to a successful and popular online service.  But Pandora – the service that claims it needs 

financial help from Congress – is now a publicly traded company with a valuation of $1.5 billion.  It has 

enjoyed 99% year-over-year revenue growth and has amassed a listener base of 150 million people.  The 

top five executives were paid $11.8 million in FY ’12, not including founder Tim Westergren’s salary or 

his exercised stock and options worth over $6 million in the first half of 2012 alone – hardly the poster 

child of a company in need of a bailout or a government subsidy.  Indeed, Pandora itself claims that its 

future is bright and it doesn’t actually need royalty rate relief. 

 

Perhaps this discussion could be taken more seriously if it were the first time Congress was asked 

to intervene.  The fact is that Pandora and other webcasters have repeatedly balked at paying fair rates.  

When rates were first set in 2002, webcasters engaged their listeners as their grassroots to get a 50% 

discount.  They subsequently demanded a change to the rate-setting system, and supported changes they 

asked Congress to pass.  Yet, when the very Copyright Royalty Board that they fought to establish set 

new rates in 2007, webcasters – led by Pandora – balked again.  Pandora mobilized its vast online user 

base to mount a massive PR campaign, which led to new legislation for negotiations on lower rates.  

Content owners granted webcasters a significant discount on market rates, and the settlement, Pandora’s 

Westergren reported, provided the “certainty required for companies to develop more concrete business 

models.”  Yet here they are, a mere three years later, back again at your doorstep. 

 

Unfortunately, Pandora has failed to pursue the “more concrete business models” Mr. Westergren 

promised.  The company simply has chosen not to aggressively monetize its service.  As one investment 

analyst noted, “If Pandora ran several minutes of audio ads per hour (the way satellite radio and terrestrial 

radio do) versus just a few 15-second spots, the percentage of revenues paid out as royalties would be 

dramatically lower and would be more in line with satellite radio or cable TV.”  Of course, it’s just easier 

for Pandora to cut costs (i.e., cutting compensation to below-market rates for the creators of the music that 

drives its business) than it is to work on building revenue. 

 

At some point, Pandora must accept that finding a business model that can compete in the market 

is essential.  The music industry has certainly adapted its business models over the years.  Pandora must 

meet the same market demands.  Cutting costs by refusing to properly pay creators of your core product is 

certainly not fair.  Neither is it the right solution.  If Pandora has a problem, it’s not a cost problem, it’s a 

revenue problem that it alone should solve. 

 

It’s time to tell Pandora enough is enough.  As the company tells its own investors, there is a lot 

of upside.  But it doesn’t need to come at the expense of our country’s talented creators.  Please oppose 

“The Internet Radio Fairness Act.” 

 

Sincerely, 

 
 

 

Cary Sherman 

Chairman and CEO 


